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SAVAGES LOSE FAST GAME TO IDAHO TEAM

Score Stands 7 to 7 at End of 8 Minutes of Play, When Idaho Runs Up Big Count

NORMAL RALLY COMES TOO LATE

Savages Outscore Opponents in 2nd, But—Burpee High Man For Normal Quartz

Although the Savages outscored the Idaho Vandals during the last half, they lost a full game to them on the Idaho campus Friday night. January 24.

The Idaho team was composed of veteran players, the best combination that Coach McMillan could produce, and they were as a result of the rally in the first half.

The Vandals held a 17-7 lead and held a 5-7 tie with the Vandals after early minutes of play. But here the rally began, and when they again scored in the middle of the second half, John Burpee, a sophomore forward, hit 21, 17, at the half. The Savages proved that they were to be considered outsiders when their success continued.

Byrd was high point man of the game with 11 points. Burpee scored most of the Normal, 11.

The reason of the game consists so readily in the fact that our score was equal that of Burpee, and it is an exhaustive one, but we need here only mention that among other things it recommended that provisions be made for extending the two-year courses, then required in the Normals, to four-year courses.

Upon this recommendation, the Legislature of 1917 passed a bill providing for the establishment of Normals located in various parts of the State. In 1920, the Normal Schools opened such courses for those who wish to complete the twelve years of school work necessary to teach in the public schools. Four years of study must be completed in each of the Normals to complete the work. By June of 1923, the increase having been substantial, the trustees and presiding officers will be able to consider the question of entering the students in the schools.

As the Legislature now is in session it is the first to convene since that time, the alumni of the three Normals have planned to ask the members of the committee those who wish to have a class in the school, those forty or fifty who have completed the course and be in position to make proper recognition to those who will later complete the work. The Normal Schools have completed all of the third and possibly a part of the fourth year, when the members of the committee will meet to confer on the future.

It is difficult for anyone to understand upon what ground there can be any opposition to this movement when the matter is understood. A few taxpayers at first seemed to feel that it would be a great cost to the state, but this matter is easily set at rest when it is made clear that the cost for these courses have already been paid for, and that the Normals are open and the requirements are that the students must complete four years of study, which is a matter of great importance and recognition to the recipient.

The state has always recognized any four-year course offered at the college or university, and those students who have without challenge of authority granted degrees as a mark of honor and distinction to those who have completed such courses. Why should there be any question concerning this matter in the Normal Schools? Surely not upon the grounds of inadequate faculty or equipment. A committee will quickly dispose of this notion. It cannot be argued that it will make an additional cost to the taxpayer, who will not have to pay the salary of the teachers, and it is an argument of the greatest importance and recognition to the recipient.

(About the report prepared for the American Association of Teachers' Colleges.)

SAVAGES LEAD AT END OF HALF

Frosh Ahead With Four Minutes to Go—Hackett Fires Defense

Playing the second game of their two-game trip, the Savages, behind the efficient defense of the Norman team, pulled out a 17-14 victory over the Pullman team, Saturday night, January 24.

The game was fast and clean, the last score being reached after several minutes of the game, and neither team was taken away of the lead.

Frosh growl was made up when Hackett made a two-pointer, which made a hard inination to the Savages. The game was fast and clean, the last score being reached after several minutes of the game, and neither team was taken away of the lead.

(Based on a report prepared for the American Association of Teachers' Colleges.)
Monroe Hall Girls
Have Many Guests
From Out of Town
A member of the Monroe Hall girls and
staff were entertained by Mrs. and Miss Mary
Duncan, Edna Price, Miss Imogene Brown,
Miss Dorothy Grant and Mrs. Roy Holman,
student-teacher, on the fifth floor of the School.
They enjoyed a dance and luncheon and were
entertained by the Monroe Hall Girls' chorus.
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The CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
When Sunday Comes
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Religious Ed
9:45 a.m.
Expression and Discussion
6:30 p.m.

Dr. M. P. Hamre
First Informal Dance of Quarter
Dances Big Crowd
A large crowd attended the first informal dance of the quarter, which was held Saturday, January 17, at the Normal gymnasium.

Dr. M. L. A. West
Office Over
800 Sprague
Resident Phone Main 101

Sport Coats
Slip-others
Ousting Clothing
Athletic Goods

Hoxsey-Lambert
Sporting Goods
606 Sprague
Spokane, Washington

The Gem Meat Market
Fresh and canned meats of all kinds
Deer chilled
Fresh & Fat Oysters in season
Phone Main 517

Netti's Shoe Shop
Beautiful New Portraits
Prices Extremely Moderate
Anytime-Anytime
City Transfer & Storage
H. J. Montgomery
Phone Main 1321
Cheney

Gas and Oil
To the
SERVICE STATION

C. L. Hubbard
204 Fourth St.
Spokane

McDonald's
Cleaning, Pressing, Repleting, Pesting of all kinds
Opposite Hubbard's Grocery
Phone: Black 361

Gas and Oil
To the
SERVICE STATION
C. L. Hubbard
204 Fourth St.
Spokane
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do not need to work in order to survive, but I do need to work in order to thrive."

The needs and desires of individuals differ; some need a job to survive, while others need a job to thrive. It is important to recognize and respect these individual differences.
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